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Project Overview1 What is 
Early Learning?
From federal legislation: 
“learning designed to 
help young children 
develop cognitive, 
language, motor and 
social-emotional skills, 
and to promote learning 
readiness.”

In other words:  
helping children 
from birth to age 5
develop the necessary 
skills to do well in school 
and in life.

WHY IS EARLY LEARNING IMPORTANT? 

“Recent fi ndings on early brain development confi rm that the critical 
foundations for learning and school achievement are laid well before 
public schooling traditionally begins. Children are primed to learn even 
before they enter the world, and their experiences in the fi rst few years of life 
have a major impact on their developmental potential.  However, too many of 
America’s children still do not have access to the kind of good quality child care 
and early education that provides the stimulation and nurturing their brains need 
to develop to their full potential, and that helps children enter school ready 
to learn and fl ourish.”

Source: Ochshorn, Susan. Partnering For Success: 
Community Approaches to Early Learning. Child Care Action Campaign, 2001 

• Early experiences matter -- From birth to age 5, children develop the social, 
emotional and cognitive foundation on which all subsequent development builds. 
Stimulating, nurturing environments actually stimulate growth in cells and 
connections in young brains.

• Early infl uences matter -- Poor nutrition, alcohol, infections, toxins in the 
environment, exposure to drugs, chronic stress have grave impacts on child 
development.

• Families and communities matter  – Quality of relationships with dependable 
adults is THE strongest predictor of intellectual, social, emotional skills and 
school success.

Dillingham Family Resource Center 



EARLY LEARNING PROGRAMS WORK:

84% report higher performance in elementary school

33% decline in assignment to special education classes

45% improvement in reading

30% improvement in grades

60% report fewer behavior problems

Source: Ochshorn, Susan. Partnering For Success: 
Community Approaches to Early Learning. Child Care Action Campaign, 2001 

WHY PLAN FOR EARLY LEARNING?

•  To come together as a community to agree on priorities

•  To communicate village priorities to regional organizations 

•  To work together to secure funding and pool resources for new     

   programs
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PROJECT GOALS 

This workbook can help your community defi ne goals for early learning. These goals 
will form the basis for action plans for each village, to improve services for young 
children and their families. The list below is a starting point, to be refi ned by Bristol 
Bay’s parents, teachers, service providers and communities.

1. Assure every child is ready for school.

2. Provide access to high quality child care
    and preschool programs.

3. Assist parents as their children’s fi rst teachers.

4. Help create a seamless transition for parents 
    and children between preschool and kindergarten.

5. Assure children and mothers receive appropriate 
    nutrition and health care.

6. Help maintain and strengthen the region’s strong 
    cultural traditions and ties to traditional ways of life.

Kid’s art in Koliganek
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STEP ONE
Form Early 

Learning Planning 
Committee

Invite service 
providers, Head Start 
staff, parents, elders, 
caregivers – anyone 

interested in improving 
opportunities for young 

children and better 
preparing them to 
succeed in school. 

STEP TWO
Check Bristol 

Bay Community 
Assessment on the 
BBNA Website at 
www.bbna.com

•   For demographic and 
socioeconomic data on 
your community

STEP THREE
Village Snapshot

•   Home visits

•   Interviews with 
parents, caregivers 
& providers

•   Kids’ activities

STEP FOUR
Community 
Brainstorm

•   Sign in for 
participants

•   Share 
community 
assessment 
information

•   Share village 
snapshot

•   Discuss why 
planning for 
early learning 
is important for 
your village

Listening 
and Sharing

Where are we today?
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STEP FIVE
Identify Goals & 
Set Action Plan

•   Based on 
community 
brainstorm, 
identify goals 
for improving 
early learning

•   Identify 2-3 
short-term and 
1 long-term 
actions to 
achieve goals

•   Identify 
necessary 
resources 

STEP SIX
Action

•   Select and 
complete one 
or two short–
term action

•   Select and 
complete one 
long–term 
action

STEP SEVEN
Publish Plan

•   Publish fi nal plan 
in print form

•   Publish plan 
on Bristol Bay 
Kids website at 
www.bbna.com
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STEP ONE
Form Early 

Learning Planning 
Committee

Invite service 
providers, Head Start 
staff, parents, elders, 
caregivers – anyone 

interested in improving 
opportunities for young 

children and better 
preparing them to 
succeed in school. 

List members of Early Learning Planning Committee:

Name Affi liation
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STEP TWO
Check Bristol 

Bay Community 
Assessment on the 
BBNA Website at 
www.bbna.com

•   For demographic and 
socioeconomic data on 
your community

Bristol Bay is a world unto itself – a stunning landscape of mountains, lakes and 
rivers.   Bristol Bay is known for its abundant fi sh and wildlife, including bear, moose, 
caribou, walrus, whales and salmon.  Recreational fi shing and hunting draw many 
people to the region in the summer and fall.  Within the region are found fi ve national 
parks and wildlife refuges, as well as a number of state parks and state wildlife 
protection areas.

Yup’ik, Aleut and Athabascan peoples have lived in Bristol Bay for centuries.  
Traditional practices, languages, crafts, languages and subsistence lifestyles continue 
to be a strong part of community life.  The region also continues to be infl uenced by 
Russian culture, and Russian Orthodox churches are present in many communities. 
Bristol Bay’s rivers and streams support the world’s largest red salmon run, and 
the commercial salmon industry has had a dominate infl uence on local culture and 
economy.   

The remainder of this brief section provides a short review of Bristol Bay’s economic 
and social conditions.  

BRISTOL BAY COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT 
INTRODUCTION
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Economic Conditions

For over a century, Bristol Bay and Alaska’s wild salmon 
industry dominated world salmon markets. Beginning 
in the mid-1990s, reduced runs and competition from 
farmed salmon have combined to dramatically reduce 
earnings from the salmon industry. As a result, the entire 
Bristol Bay economy has experienced severe disruption.

In three out of the last six years, the Bristol Bay area has 
been declared an economic disaster area. In 1997 and 
1998, both the state and federal governments declared 
the area an economic disaster because of failed salmon 
returns.  In 2001, Alaskan Governor Tony Knowles 
declared the region a state economic disaster because of 
combined low salmon returns and weak salmon prices. 
The list below summarizes the current conditions of the 
regional economy: 

• In smaller Bristol Bay villages, there are few cash 
jobs, and only a handful of year round jobs 

• Growing demand for cash services (public services, 
private goods)

• Substantial reliance on government programs (social 
services, public works)

• Subsistence activities remain strong

• An economy in transition: from resource based 
(fi shing, subsistence), to service based (tourism, 
government services). Skills needed to succeed in 
these two realms are quite different. 

Social Conditions

The table below provides a comparison between the 
BBNA villages and two major urban communities in 
Alaska. Note that in each of the urban communities, 
the median household income is signifi cantly higher 
than in four of the Bristol Bay villages. The percentage 
of people below the poverty line is much higher in the 
villages. 

In addition, the percentage of the population under the 
age of 18 is higher in the villages than in urban areas of 
the state (village average is 42% compared with 29% 
in urban communities). However, the percentage of 
the population in the 0-5 age group has decreased by 
an average of 10 percentage points between 1990 and 
2000, possibly indicating an out migration of families 
with young children, or a decrease in the nuber of 
children per family.  

• Lack of entrepreneurial models and experiences

• Of the professional and service sector jobs available 
in the region, relatively few are held by local 
residents due to confl icts with other activities, such as 
subsistance, or lack of training. 

• With declines in traditional economic sectors, support 
is growing in the region to explore the area’s potential 
for oil and gas exploration and mining, as well as to 
encourage new approaches to commercial fi shing and 
tourism. 
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Anchorage Fairbanks Dillingham Chignik 
Lake

Clark’s 
Point Koliganek New 

Stuyahok Pilot Point Togiak Manokotak

2000 Population: 260,283 30,224 2466 145 75 182 471 100 809 399

% of population is 
Alaska Native: 10.4% 13.3% 54% 88% 92% 87% 96% 86% 93% 95%

% of population under 
age 18: 29% 29% 35% 45% 39% 42% 41% 43% 43% 44%

Median Household 
Income: $55,546 $40,577 $51,458 $41,458 $28,125 $44,583 $26,042 $41,250 $23,977 $26,875

% Below Poverty: 7.4% 10.5% 12% 22% 46% 19.3% 31.7% 20.8% 30% 35%

Data Source: US Census, 2000.

The list below summarizes characteristics of the region’s social setting

• Close family ties, access to subsistence resources and other dimensions of village 
life are strong attractions; at the same time, like all of rural Alaska, Bristol Bay 
communities have high levels substance abuse, suicide, accidental death and 
domestic violence.

• The lack of jobs and business opportunities mean a large percentage of young 
people leave the region to fi nd a way to support themselves and their families. 

• Deep ties to the land and traditional cultural values, but weakening as generations 
go by.

• “Two worlds problem” – again, like all of rural Alaska, there is a frequent gap 
between the expectations of villages and those of the world outside. Deep cultural 
differences, due to a very rapid shift over the last hundred years from traditional 
subsistence lifestyles to a cash economy, set up divisions between generations 
within the village, and create challenges for successful program planning.

Bottom Line

Despite the challenges, Bristol Bay continues to be home to a resilient culture and 
the residence of many talented and energetic people who have great affection for 
their land and who have prospered in this area for generations. 

No cavities club at the Koliganek Clinic
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STEP THREE
Village 

Snapshot

•   Home visits

•   Interviews 
with parents, 
caregivers & 
providers

•   Kids’ activities

To create an informed village plan for early learning, we fi rst need 
to learn how things are today for children and families in the village. 
The following activities give parents, service providers, family 
members, and children a chance to tell their stories about life in the 
village today.

•  Questionnaire for Parents, Caregivers and Kids

•  Questionnaire for Service Providers

•  Kids’ Activities

-  Village Photographer

-  Village Artist

A Koliganek child’s picture of his 
father and two bears



      QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS & KIDS

These questions can be addressed to parents and children either during a home visit, in a small group discussion, or just in 
informal conversations. Fill in answers on the sheet and compile in a fi le to be included in your fi nal plan.  

1. What are your/your kid’s favorite places to play, to spend time?

2. What are the things you/your kids most like to do?

18

3. Do you have help caring for your kids? Who provides this help?

Early Learning Opportunities Village Planning Workbook

PARENTPARENT

CHILDCHILD

      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER      CAREGIVER

Meeting Date:      Community:
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4.  Which, if any, of the childcare or preschool programs available in your community do you use?

5.  What are the best things about raising kids in a small rural community? What are the disadvantages?

Create a Village Plan for Early Learning

6.  Are there programs you would like to use that aren’t offered in your community?  If so, which ones 
    and how often would you use them (nightly, half or all day, only in summer/winter, etc.)? 

7.  Do you feel that you are able to adequately help your children with their homework?  
    Do you feel your children have adequate access to after-school tutoring and learning activities? 



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS
The following questions can be discussed in a service providers meeting, or one-on-one. Fill in answers on the sheet and compile 
in a fi le to be included in your fi nal plan. 

1. What do you see as the strengths of this village?

2. What are the weaknesses?

20

3. What would help you better serve your target population?

Early Learning Opportunities Village Planning Workbook

Meeting Date:       Community:   Community:Program Name: 
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4.  What other programs do you work with? Which do you wish worked better together?

Creating a Village Plan for Early Learning

5.  Is there a group of people who are underserved in this village?

6.  Is there an increase or decrease in the 0-5 year old population?  Why do you think this is?
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KIDS’ ACTIVITIES:    VILLAGE PHOTOGRAPHER

   1) Pair up children with one adult.

      2) Give children a disposable camera.

   3) Tell the children to take pictures of people, places, or things they 
             enjoy and give each picture a title.

   4) Keep track of the picture numbers and titles below.

   5) Send in the pictures to be developed.

      6) Work with children to mount photos on construction paper/cardboard with titles.

   7) Have each child present/describe their photos.

   8) If possible, scan best shots into digital format to include in fi nal plan.

Use the table below to keep track of the subjects of photos

1 12
2 13
3 14
4 15
5 16
6 17
7 18
8 19
9 20
10 21
11 22

Early Learning Opportunities Village Planning Workbook
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KIDS’ ACTIVITIES:    VILLAGE ARTIST

1) Provide necessary drawing tools (crayons, paper, scissors, glue, pens, etc.).

2) Provide themes for drawings (pick one below, or use your own ideas).

a. Ask the child to draw a big picture in the center of the page that represents the most 
important thing to him/her.  She/he can draw other meaningful things around that picture.

b. Ask the child to draw something she/he wishes for. 

c. Ask the child to draw a picture of his/her family, school and village.

d. Ask the child to draw a picture of what she/he will look like when she/he grows up.  What 
they will be doing?

e. Ask the child to draw a picture of his/her family and what they do together.

3)  Scan the drawings to include in the fi nal plan.

4)  Post drawings in the classroom or community center.

Create a Village Plan for Early Learning
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Section 4
What do You Want for the Future?
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STEP FOUR
Community 
Brainstorm

•   Sign in for 
participants

•   Share 
community 
assessment 
information

•   Share village 
snapshot

•   Discuss why 
planning for 
early learning 
is important for 
your village

After you’ve gathered information from community members and kids through one-to-one 
discussions and kid’s activities, it’s time to get together for a community discussion. 

1. Convene a community meeting
     •  At each meeting, identify all persons present.

Name Affi liation
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2. Describe project and reasons for creating a village plan for early learning.

3. Share with the group the Bristol Bay Community Assessment information (available at www.bbna.com, 
click the link for ‘Bristol Bay Kids’). 

4. Share with the group results from the Village Snapshot (hang artwork around the room 
and share photos taken by children).

5. Begin brainstorm using the following pageusing the following page for note taking.

•   As the group identifi es what’s here now for young children and families, take notes along the left hand side 
– noting which age group benefi ts from the services identifi ed.  

•   As people talk about what they envision for the future, take note of their ideas by grouping ideas under 
‘parents’ or ‘kids’, and by the target age group.

•   Feel free to draw pictures or use short hand to get down the group’s ideas.

Village Life

o What do like about your village as a place to raise 
young children?

o What causes problems with raising children in your 
village?

Facilities

o What facilities do you and your children use?

o Are these facilities adequate?

o What facilities would you like to be available?

Early Learning

o What can families do to prepare kids for school?

o What does it mean to be successful in school?

Parent Education

o Do you feel expecting mothers & young children 
have good nutrition in your village?

o Do you feel there is adequate parental education 
for new parents?

Family Support Programs

o Do you take advantage of the programs offered?

o Are additional programs needed?

What do You Want for the Future?



What do You Want

WHAT’S HERE
TODAY?

For Parents
PrenatalPrenatal

Start School

3-5 Years Old

NewbornNewborn

0-2 Years Old

28



For Kids

Meeting Date:         Community:Meeting Date:     

What About?
•  Nutrition
•  Cultural Activities
•  Family Relationships
•  Drugs and Alcohol
•  School Involvement
•  Learning to Read
•  Community Facilities
•  Parent Education
•  Resources/Counseling

29

for the Future?
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STEP FIVE
Identify Goals & 
Set Action Plan

•   Based on 
community 
brainstorm, 
identify goals 
for improving 
early learning

•   Identify 2-3 
short-term and 
1 long-term 
actions to 
achieve goals

•   Identify 
necessary 
resources 

Based on the community brainstorm, summarize fi ve GOALS to improve 
early learning in your village:  

GOAL1

GOAL2

GOAL3

GOAL5

GOAL4

Example Goal: All children in our village will enter 
kindergarten with a love of books and reading.
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 List ACTIONS to achieve each goal:

ACTION1

2

3

5

4

ACTION

ACTION

ACTION

ACTION

Example Action: We will give books to every parent with a child under 5 in our village, 
and host bi-monthly reading nights where families can come together for reading, 
storytelling and a meal.

ACTION

ACTION

ACTION

ACTION

ACTION
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SHORT-TERM PRIORITY ACTIONS:

From your list of actions, identify one to three that are top priority and can be completed in the short-term (6 months). List 
who will take the lead for each, when it will be completed, and what resources are needed.

TOP PRIORITY ACTIONS WHO? WHEN? RESOURCES NEEDED 
(e.g. $$)

1)

2)

3)

Early Learning Opportunities Village Planning Workbook
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LONG-TERM PRIORITY ACTION:

From your list of actions, identify one that is a top priority that will be completed in the long term (12-18 months). List who 
will take the lead, when it will be completed, and what resources are needed.

ACTION WHO? WHEN? RESOURCES 
NEEDED

Example: Establish a quality 
preschool program for 3-5 year 
olds

ELO Worker, 
PAT Specialist 
& Community 
Health Rep.

By beginning 
school year 2004

•  Facility

    •  Staff salary

    •  Funds for
   materials

    •  Curriculum

1)

What do You Want for the Future?
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STEP SIX
Action

•   Select and 
complete one 
short–term 
action

Your next step is to complete a short-term action to improve early learning 
opportunities for young children.

Examples of short-term projects include:

•   Host a young children’s fair with information and activities for young 
children and families

•   Buy infant books for all the expecting mothers in your village and start 
a monthly reading night

•   Start a poster campaign to encourage kids to wear helmets 
while riding ATV’s

•   Launch a Fetal Alcohol Syndrome awareness campaign in your village

What would you like to do in the next few months to help the 
young children in your community?

Work with members of your Early Learning Opportunities Planning 
Committee and the group at your community meeting to decide what you 
will do. 
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After you have gathered the information outlined in this workbook, and received 
input from a broad spectrum of your community, you are ready to present your 
plan to village leaders for approval. Once your community has endorsed your 
plan you are ready to publish your plan.

The elements of your fi nal plan will be:

1. Village Description – from Bristol Bay Community Assessment

2. Village Snapshot – including kid’s art & photographs, summary of 
questionnaires & quotes from parents, kids, caregivers & service 
providers

3. Key Issues for Young Children – summarized from the Community 
Brainstorm

4. Goals for Early Learning

5.  Action Plan – including 2-3 short term, and 1 long term action, with 
leaders, timeline & estimated resources required

STEP SEVEN
Publish Plan

•   Publish fi nal 
plan in print 
form

•   Publish village 
plan on the 
Bristol Bay 
Kids website at 
www.bbna.com
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Short-Term Priority Action

Action Estimated Cost
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Total Cost of Project:  $____________________

Date of Project: __________________________
Coordinator (s): __________________________
Community: _____________________________

I.  Goal of Project- What do you want to achieve?
 State goal as listed in Early Learning Plan:

II.  Summary of Actions and Costs - What will you do and how much will it cost?

III.  Summary of Event/Result - What did you 
do and was it a success?

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________



Early Learning Opportunities 
Long-Term Priority Action
Progress Report

Completion Date for Project: ___________________
Coordinator (s): _____________________________
Community: ________________________________

To track progress on completing your long-term priorities, use this form as a yearly (or more often) 
progress report for your village council or early learning committee.

I.  Goal of Project- What do you want to achieve?
 State goal as listed in Early Learning Plan:

II.  Summary of Progress Each Year

Date  What have you accomplished? What still needs to be done?



CONTACT INFORMATION:

Early Learning Opportunities Program, BBNA:

Annette Angasan, Project Director

Phone: (907) 842-4139 x 404

Email: aangasan@bbna.com

       Agnew::Beck Consulting, LLC:

Thea Agnew, Lead Consultant

Chris Beck, Lead Consultant

Shelley Romer, Project Assistant

441 West 5th Avenue, Suite 202

Anchorage, Alaska  99501

Phone: (907) 222-5424 

Fax: (907) 222-5426

Email: thea@agnewbeck.com

          chris@agnewbeck.com

•  Do you have questions or comments?

•  Want help with this workbook?


